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Quantitative FRET studies and integrative modeling
unravel the structure and dynamics of biomolecular
systems
Mykola Dimura1,2,3, Thomas O Peulen1,3, Christian A Hanke1,
Aiswaria Prakash1, Holger Gohlke2 and Claus AM Seidel1
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) combined with
single-molecule spectroscopy probes macromolecular
structure and dynamics and identifies coexisting
conformational states. We review recent methodological
developments in integrative structural modeling by satisfying
spatial restraints on networks of FRET pairs (hybrid-FRET). We
discuss procedures to incorporate prior structural knowledge
and to obtain optimal distance networks. Finally, a workflow for
hybrid-FRET is presented that automates integrative structural
modeling and experiment planning to put hybrid-FRET on rails.
To test this workflow, we simulate realistic single-molecule
experiments and resolve three protein conformers, exchanging
at 30 ms and 10 ms, with accuracies of 1–3 Å RMSD versus the
target structure. Incorporation of data from other
spectroscopies and imaging is also discussed.
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kinetics and to detect intermediates of exchanging systems with a limited number of DA pairs [4]. The second
application utilizes FRET to study structures of biomolecules in solution using a larger number of DA pairs, to
obtain detailed structural insights on biomolecules in
solution [5]. The first approach is successful in correlating
structural dynamics and function by directly mapping the
timescales of exchange and the pathways between conformational states with biomolecules on the single-molecule (sm) level [4,6]. Various equilibrium processes were
studied such as folding of proteins [7,8] or nucleic acids
[9–11], assembly and disassembly of complexes [12–14],
and enzymatic cycles [15,16]. A versatile set of singlemolecule based measurements and analysis techniques
allows one to cover a wide range of time scales ranging
from picoseconds [17], tens of nanoseconds [18,19],
microseconds [13,20,21,22,23,24] to milliseconds
and seconds [25,26,27]. Moreover, perturbation techniques such as temperature modulation [28] and microfluidic mixers for non-equilibrium experiments [29]
widen the use of smFRET experiments even further.
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In the second approach, FRET is applied as a spectroscopic ruler for quantitative structural studies by measuring a larger set of single-pair DA pairs, which is necessary
for interrogating the most important degrees of freedom
of the system (i.e., the data sparseness must be sufficiently low [30]). In the absence of prior structural knowledge,
such a set should ideally be a connected network. Pioneering work on the ensemble and single-molecule level
determined quantitative FRET-based structural models
of essentially static systems such as polyprolines [5,31],
various nucleic acids [32–34,35], and large biomolecular
complexes [36,37]. This approach benefits from singlemolecule methods, which increase the effective resolution, to discriminate among coexisting states in solution.
Combining methodologies of both major application areas
harbors the potential to resolve structural models of
dynamically exchanging coexisting states.

The measurement of Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) [1,2,3] from a donor (D) to an acceptor (A)
fluorophore has become a popular biophysical method
that can yield unique insights into the structure and the
structural exchange dynamics of labeled biomolecular
systems. FRET has applications in two major research
areas. The first application makes use of the high time
resolution and single-molecule capabilities to study the

FRET measurements can only report inter-dye distances,
and the number of FRET pairs is limited. Integrated
methods can leverage experimental data that by itself
would be insufficient to determine structures with satisfactory accuracy [38,39]. Therefore, integrative structural
modeling relying on molecular simulations as well as
FRET data is essential for achieving FRET-based
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atomistic structural models. In the following article, we
refer to this hybrid approach as hybrid-FRET modeling.
Due to the long-range FRET information (typically 20–
100 Å), the hybrid-FRET modeling approach is especially
suitable to characterize the tertiary, super-tertiary [40], and
quaternary structures of biomolecular systems. Benchmark
studies for FRET-restrained structural hybrid modeling of
biomolecules and their complexes versus crystal structures
have demonstrated the accuracy of the integrative approach
[41,42]. A dramatic improvement in the precision and
accuracy (root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.5 Å) is
achieved by explicitly considering spatial distributions of
dye positions, which greatly reduces uncertainties due to
flexible dye linkers [42].
There are many reasons for further improving FRETbased structural modeling. In view of the huge dynamic
time range from picoseconds to hours that can be covered
by fluorescence, smFRET experiments and hybridFRET modeling are an especially promising combination
to determine structure and dynamics simultaneously.
Many other biophysical techniques have shown that a
dynamic view on protein structures can give many important insights because the dynamic properties control
their functions, as shown for various research areas such as
signaling [43], enzymatic catalysis [44], (mis)folding
[45,46], and modulation of allostery [47]. Several structured [48–50] and partially unstructured [51,52,53] proteins were characterized by the FRET approach. Even
dynamic and large biomolecular systems were studied
such as ligand-induced conformational changes of the
membrane-bound SNARE complex [54] and the conformational dynamics of single HIV-1 envelope trimers on
the surface of native virions [55].
The dynamic smFRET experiments combined with integrative modeling should be especially useful to detect
and directly characterize the conformational heterogeneity
of biomolecules in the presence of thermally excited
conformational states with a lifetime in the microsecond
time range, which complements recently improved NMR
spectroscopy methods [56]. Moreover, there are many
reasons (e.g., limited solubility, unsuitable molecular size,
limited stability, inadequate purity, or large conformational heterogeneity) why the structures of biological macromolecules often prove intractable to mainstream structural
biology methods (i.e., crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, and cryo-electron microscopy) [38]. Exploiting the
time resolution, sensitivity, and selectivity of fluorescence,
integrative structural modeling, combining FRET experiments with computer simulations and comparative protein
structure modeling [57] as prior information is developing
into a promising complementary method for structural
biology of dynamic biomolecules.
This perspective article focuses on advances in FRETbased structural modeling and the application to dynamic
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

biomolecular systems. To this end, we first review FRET
techniques that can yield information for structural
modeling of biomolecules. We then summarize the current state of the art techniques for modeling the FRET
dye label behavior, which is important for FRET-based
structural modeling. Subsequently, we introduce a typical
workflow for hybrid-FRET modeling, which is then
applied in a test case. We demonstrate an application
of fluorescence methods to a three-state model system to
show the potential of FRET-based structural modeling
and to assess the currently achievable precision and
accuracy. For this test case, we introduce an automated
procedure for determining the most informative singlepair FRET labeling sites and simulate experimental data
under realistic conditions, which are then used for structural modeling. In the outlook, we discuss the potential
directions for future improvements with respect to experimental techniques and computational modeling to
improve the precision and accuracy of hybrid models.
Finally, we discuss applications of hybrid-FRET methods in imaging to realize an integrated molecular fluorescence microscope combining optical and computational
microscopy (i.e., coarse-grained and all-atom molecular
(dynamics) simulations) [58] to describe suitably labeled
biomolecular systems by atomistic structural models.

FRET-based structural modeling
Experimental techniques

Considering the conformational species (i), FRET between the tethered fluorophores D and A with the DAdistance R(i)DA is characterized by the yield of energy
transfer from D to A, usually called transfer efficiency E(i)
or FRET efficiency (Eq. (1a)). This yield is the ratio of
the rate constant k(i)RET relative to all other processes
depopulating the excited donor with the total rate constant kD,0. Eq. (1b), derived by Theodor Förster [1,2],
allows one to compute R(i)DA in units of the coupling
constant R0 (Förster radius). R0 is specific for the used dye
pair. It depends on the refractive index of the medium n,
the spectral overlap integral of the D fluorescence and the
A absorption spectrum J, the factor k2 for the relative
orientation of the D and A dipole, and the D fluorescence
quantum yield in absence of an acceptor, FF,D(0) [3].
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The FRET-efficiency E can be determined by fluorescence intensities of the sensitized acceptor emission FA
and the quenched donor fluorescence FD (Eq. (1c)). The
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accuracy of E relies critically on several factors: (1) the
purity of the samples, that is, the Donor-only reference
for a correct calibration and the degree of labeling of the
FRET sample; and (2) the properties of the labels and
the setup. The setup and the samples should be carefully
characterized for computing the experimental calibration
factor g = (xb,A gAFF,A)/(gDFF,D(0)) given by the spectrum-dependent detection efficiencies of the D and A
fluorescence (gD and gA), and the fluorescence quantum
yields FF,D(0) and FF,A of D and A respectively. Often
FF,D(0) and FF,A are assumed to be identical for all
conformational species (for details and a more complex
analysis, see [59,60,61]). In single-molecule experiments, the excitation irradiances are usually high. Thus,
saturation effects of the fluorophores due to formation of
long lived dark-states must be considered in the fluorescence quantum yield. For example, the cyanine-based
acceptor dyes such as Cy5 and Alexa647, undergo photoinduced cis-trans isomerization [62], such that the fraction of bright trans species xb,A drops significantly below
one. xb,A can be obtained by analyzing the acceptor
autocorrelation function of the FRET experiment
[63,64].
Time-resolved measurements of donor fluorescence
decays f(t) by, for example, time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) are useful for precise FRET
measurements, because they offer three main advantages. (1) The FRET efficiency can be determined
without instrumental calibrations via the excited state
lifetimes t of the D-only reference sample tD(0) = 1/kD,0
and the DA sample t(i)D(A) = (1/kD,0 + 1/k(i)RET)
(Eq. (1d)). These correspond to the slopes of the decay
curves (see Box 1, panel 1). (2) The joint decay analysis
of the D-only reference fD(0)(t) and the FRET sample
fD(A)(t) allows relating the FRET rate constant k(i)RET
directly to R(i)DA (Eq. (2), for details see [65]). (3) The
curvature of fD(A)(t) contains information on the heterogeneity of the FRET sample such that a distance
distribution x(k(i)RET) with species fractions x(i) can
directly be resolved (Eq. (2)).
f Dð0Þ ðtÞ ¼ eðkD;0 Þt ;
Z1
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
f DðAÞ ðtÞ ¼ f Dð0Þ ðtÞ xðkRET ÞekRET t dkRET with
0
ðiÞ

kRET ¼ kD;0 ðFF;Dð0Þ Þ
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Depending on the complexity of the sample, FRET
experiments can be performed on the single-molecule,
sub-ensemble (selectively averaged single-molecule
events), and ensemble levels, where each technique has
its advantages. Intensity-based ensemble FRET measurements are relatively easy to perform; however, these
www.sciencedirect.com

experiments yield only average observables due to ensemble averaging over the mixture of the molecules in the
sample (Eq. (3)), and the sample must be well-characterized (purity, degree of labeling, homogeneity, fluorescence quantum yields of D and A) [59]. Ideally, for
such a mixture of N species with fractions x(i) and transfer
efficiencies E(i), the average transfer efficiency is given by:
E¼

N
X

xðiÞ EðiÞ

(3)

i¼1

Single-molecule measurements are currently the most
common type of FRET experiments, because they can
resolve distributions of FRET observables and provide
kinetic information over 15 orders of magnitude in time.
The main advantage of sm fluorescence spectroscopy is
the ability to resolve static (multiple distinguishable
static states) and dynamic (interconverting states) heterogeneities. There are two main measurement setup
types for smFRET which differ significantly in their time
resolution: (1) total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy [66] with emCCD camera detection
and (2) confocal detection with fast single-photon counting point detectors [67]. TIRF is widely used for immobilized molecules. The experimental time resolution is
usually limited by the frame rate (60 Hz) of the camera.
Recently Farooq and Hohlbein [68] presented a generalized excitation scheme (sALEX) that combines the
concepts of alternating laser excitation (ALEX) [69,70]
and stroboscopic illumination [71,72] to improve the
time resolution at least 10 fold. Confocal setups can be
used for studying immobilized and freely diffusing molecules. Felekyan et al. [73] presented a dead-time free
configuration with four detectors and two data acquisition boards, which enables time-resolved measurements
over 15 orders of magnitude in time (Box 1). The immobilization of single molecules on a coated glass surface
can be either directly accomplished via tags [66] or
indirectly via encapsulation in a liposome, which is
immobilized afterwards [74].
Sm experiments with confocal detection of freely diffusing molecules are characterized by reproducible and
stable detection efficiencies. In combination with pulsed
excitation or pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE) [64,75]
time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy with multi-parameter fluorescence detection (MFD) [60,76,77] can
be conveniently realized for all FRET relevant fluorescence observables in a single measurement with the same
sample. Most importantly, time-resolved anisotropy decay curves are obtained to estimate the uncertainty of the
FRET orientation factor k2 [61]. Additionally, a series of
combined 2D fluorescence parameter histograms can be
generated, which allows determining all necessary
FRET calibration parameters [60,64]. Finally, MFD
increases the species selectivity, which is essential for
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185
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Box 1 A combination of fluorescence spectroscopy methodologies records dynamics over 15 orders of magnitude in time and captures a large
variety of biologically relevant processes such as conformational transitions or folding/unfolding events [22,29,60,150].
The fluorescence lifetime of typical fluorophores decays in the pico-second to nanosecond range and sets the lower limit to interrogate
conformational dynamics. The upper limit is set by the time a single molecule can be observed. Immobilized molecules can be studied for seconds
while fluorescence bursts due to freely diffusing molecules are observed only for milliseconds in confocal setups.
Experimental information can be obtained by (1) time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) histograms, (2) fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (filtered FCS), (3) burst-wise single-molecule analysis, and (4) the analysis of FRET efficiency traces. The influence of the exchange
dynamics on the observed data is outlined for a system with two FRET states, Low-FRET (LF) and High-FRET (HF), which are either in fast (sub
milliseconds, lower row) or in slow (seconds, upper row) exchange.
(1) In the analysis, fluorescence decays of FRET rate constants of HF and LF are averaged over the fluorescence lifetime of the dye (nanoseconds).
Therefore, a joint analysis of a FRET sample and a D-only sample (shown in green) provides a static picture of a molecular ensemble and
decomposes into HF and LF components shown as dashed dark yellow and cyan lines, respectively.
(2) In FCS, fluorescent photons are correlated to provide kinetic information in the submicro-second to milliseconds regime. Filtered FCS (fFCS)
additionally utilizes the photon distribution with respect to an excitation pulse [23] to highlight the kinetic exchange between the HF and LF
species by the species cross-correlation functions (SCC, black dots). If the kinetic exchange is significantly slower than the observation time
(tdiff – diffusion time), no correlation is observed. Otherwise, a pronounced anti-correlation in the SCC is visible, which is analyzed (red curve) to
yield the relaxation time (tR) of the HF/LF exchange.
(3) In burst-wise analysis, fluorescence is integrated over milliseconds to provide the FRET efficiency and fluorescence lifetime of freely diffusing
single molecules. A 2D-histogram allows interrogating the kinetics between states and reveals dynamics by changes in the shapes. Theoretical
static (black) and dynamic FRET lines (red) serve as references for the location of the FRET populations in the 2D parameter histograms. A shift
of the observed population towards longer lifetimes with respect to the static FRET line indicates conformational dynamics.
(4) By recording fluorescence intensities of immobilized or liposomal encapsulated single molecules over a longer time with a lower time
resolution, processes significantly slower than the typical burst duration (>ms) are interrogated. FRET efficiency time traces of single molecules
reveal stochastic jumps between HF and LF if the integration time of each frame is shorter than the dwell time of the state (upper plot); these
jumps are averaged if the dwell time of the states are short (lower plot).
Box 1
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Fluorescence timescales to study molecular kinetics using FRET.

sub-ensemble TCSPC of sub-populations, that is, selective averaging by integrating all single-molecule events of
a resolved FRET species to reduce the data noise dramatically (for details, see Box 1).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

To perform quantitative FRET measurements, all procedures for determining the calibration factor g in Eq. (1)
(TIRF [66,78,79,80], confocal [60,64]) rely on well
characterized standards, which are usually DNA rulers
www.sciencedirect.com
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labeled with a FRET pair using the dyes of interest. A
worldwide consortium of research groups on FRET is
currently working to establish a set of common recommendations for measurement procedures, data analysis,
and joint reference molecules to maximize the accuracy of
the FRET observables measured in different laboratories.
Description of the labels

Both EPR spectroscopy with the double electron–electron resonance (DEER) method [81] and FRET spectroscopy are frequently used to obtain structural
information on proteins by selectively coupling labels
via flexible linkers (i.e., nitroxide spin-labels or donor
and acceptor dyes, respectively). Thus, the labels can
explore a large conformational space, such that a distribution of inter-label distances rather than a single interlabel distance is observed experimentally. In structural
analysis, both techniques face the same problem of describing the localization of their respective labels and
connecting the measured distances with structural information on the protein. This is a typical inverse problem,
where both EPR [81–84] and FRET [42,85,86]
spectroscopies have developed similar solution strategies
of assuming a structural model to compute a specific
distance distribution between the labels and comparing
the simulated and experimental values. Analogous to
super-resolution microscopy, where the knowledge of
the optical point spread function allows for localizing
single emitters far beyond the optical resolution limit,
a detailed knowledge of the label distribution for a given
biomolecular structure is required to maximize the structural resolution of the respective technique. The so far
used dye models are reviewed in this section, and their
implementation in various toolkits for integrative FRETbased structural modeling is described in Section ‘Procedures for hybrid-FRET modeling’.
All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [33,87–
93] seem to be the most appropriate solution to describe
the label localization in integrative modeling (Figure 1a–
c). However, while the relevant time-scale of fluorescence
and biomolecular dynamics covers picoseconds to hours
(Box 1), current MD simulations reach only the micro- to
millisecond timescale. Furthermore, MD simulations are
time-consuming and limited in their capability to sample
the conformational space, in particular since the dye
distribution changes with conformational changes of
the biomolecule. MD simulations [87,89,94] as well as
experimental fluorescence [61,95,96] and EPR [97]
studies find long-lived conformational states, where the
labels are trapped on the biomolecular surface. Trapping
of cyanine dyes is known to change their fluorescence
quantum yields [96] such that this process is utilized by
others for probing protein-nucleic acid interactions by
protein-induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE)
[98,99]. To avoid quenching and mobility reduction
www.sciencedirect.com

by the surface effects, most commercially available dyes
used for FRET experiments have long flexible linkers
(20 Å), and the fluorophore carries sulfonic acid groups
for improved solubility. The large flexibility of the linker
also ensures a high orientational mobility of the dyes such
that the assumption of the isotropic average for the dipole
orientation factor (i.e., k2 = 2/3) is feasible, which is an
important factor determining the accuracy of distance
calculations by FRET measurements. In conclusion,
the atomistic treatment of dye labels, together with the
biomolecular system, by MD simulations is helpful for
analyzing protein label interactions. However, it is currently not feasible to use MD simulations as a rapid
routine method to predict the conformational sampling
of the labels, which is needed for finding the structural
model within a large ensemble that is most consistent
with FRET data, as shown below.
Computationally faster algorithms use a coarse-grained
representation, e.g. the label is approximated by a flexibly
linked sphere ([83,85], see Figure 1a–c), to compute the
sterically allowed accessible volume (AV), which reproduced MD simulations well [61]. The use of a geometric
search algorithm reduces the computational time for the
AV of a single FRET-label to less than 50 milliseconds on
a conventional desktop computer [42]. The computed
AV represents uniform population densities rDye of the
spatial dye localizations (Figure 1d). The mesh represents
the surface of the dye positions most distant from the
attachment point and includes all sterically allowed dye
positions. To compute fluorescence observables the spatial population densities rDye(x,y,z) of the dye localizations
is needed.
Two convenient assumptions for limiting cases were
initially used for the models describing the spatial and
orientational dye density in various hybrid-FRET modeling approaches: (1) The original dye model of the Nano
Positioning System (NPS) assumed a label adopting a
single position with a defined conformation of the linker
and the fluorophore wobbling in a cone (Localized antenna/
Single cone model) [85]. This means that all fluorophores
of an ensemble of molecules are located at the same
position (defined by a delta function d) with respect to the
macromolecule: rDye(x,y,z) = d(xDye,yDye,zDye). Since the position (xDye,yDye,zDye) of the dye is initially unknown,
multiple measurements are used to localize it within a
credible volume for a given confidence level (Figure 1d,
left). (2) As an approximation of a freely diffusing fast
rotating dye all orientations and all positions within the
AV are equally populated; rDye(x,y,z) is constant and the
fluorophore is isotropically oriented within the AV (Free
diffusion/Iso model) [42,61]. The effect of different dye
models on the spatial population densities rDye(x,y,z)
along the vector R, pointing from the linker attachment
site to the mean dye position in the AV, is visualized in
the lower panel of Figure 1d.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185
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Figure 1
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Description of fluorescent labels in simulation. Treatment of dye labels in FRET-based modeling. (a) The donor and acceptor dyes, for example,
Alexa488 C5 maleimide (green) and Alexa647 C2 maleimide (red), respectively, are typically attached to the biomolecule via long (20 Å) flexible
linkers. (b) Dye labels attached to the protein Atlastin-1 (grey surface) to give an impression of the sizes. Quenching amino acids on the protein
surface are highlighted in orange. (c) Molecular dynamics simulations provide the spatial distribution of dye molecules. (d) Representation of
coarse-grained dye labels. On the top different dye representations are shown. On the bottom the spatial density rDye along a vector R starting at
the attachment point in the direction of the dye mean position is shown for the corresponding dye models. The original Nano Positioning System
(NPS) [85] assumes the accessible volume as prior information (uncertainty), which is reduced by a set of FRET measurements with fixed
satellites resulting in an uncertainty distribution (red) of a putatively fixed localized dye (antenna). The orientation of the dyes follows a diffusion in
a cone model highlighted by a pictogram. Following R, the dye is located at a specific position (vertical red line) with an uncertainty. Accessible
volume (AV, mesh) models provide the sterically allowed space of the dye molecule attached to the protein as calculated by the FPS program
[42]. Here, the linkers of Alexa488 and Alexa647 are approximated as flexible tubes with width of Lwidth = 4.5 Å and length of Llink = 20.5 Å and
Llink = 21.0 Å, respectively. Three radii were used to describe the dyes (5.0 Å, 4.5 Å, 1.5 Å) and (11.0 Å, 4.7 Å, 1.5 Å) for Alexa488 and Alexa647,
respectively. The large sphere indicates the mean dye position. For a dye freely diffusing inside of its AV a uniform spatial distribution is assumed.
The accessible and contact volume (ACV, [102]) provides a similar description as the AV, but defines an area close to the surface as contact
volume (violet). In this figure the density rDye in the contact volume is weighted six times stronger and defined as part of the AV that is closer than
3 Å from the macromolecular surface. For the corresponding model, where a dye freely diffuses within the AV and its diffusion is hindered close to
the surface, the spatial density rDye along R is approximated by a step function: rDye (R < 3 Å) = 6rDye (R  3 Å). The weighted accessible volume
is a modification of AV where rDye along R is approximated by a Gaussian chain-inspired empirical weighting function [101]. To illustrate the effect
of the proposed weighting of rDye the weighted AV is colored from blue (high density) to red (low density). (e) Comparison of the normalized
spatial population densities rDye of the above dye models.
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More recently, other dye models were suggested
[100,101,102]. To consider small fractions of fluorescent
fluorophores trapped on the biomolecular surface [102],
the classical AV description was extended (using the Free
diffusion/Iso model) by defining an additional interacting
surface layer (the contact volume of defined thickness is
highlighted in violet in Figure 1d) with a preferential
surface residence of the dye, which may be approximated
by a step function. This surface preference is specific for
the dye and the labeling site. This combination yields the
Free diffusion + Contact/Iso model for an accessible and
contact volume (ACV), which predicts the compaction
of the spatial dye distribution due to trapped dye fractions
without significant increase of the computational cost.
Höfig et al. [101] introduced a weighted AV description,
where the densities rDye are enriched by empirical
weighting with a Gaussian function leading to a higher
local dye surface preference but only close to the attachment point (Gaussian-chain (GC) diffusion/Iso model)
(Figure 1d,e).
The comparison of the normalized densities rDye of the
four dye models in Figure 1e shows that the mean dye
positions of an ACV or a weighted AV are closer to the
protein interface as compared to the AV with a uniform
density. This dye model specific shift of the mean positions becomes important for the predicted interdye distances if the other dye of the FRET pair is attached on
the opposite side of the protein. To avoid an arbitrary
choice of dye models, it is important to define rational
criteria based on experimental evidence through observable fluorescence parameters. For example, time-resolved fluorescence data map the translational and
orientational dye diffusion and the resulting DA distance
distributions by fluorescence quenching, anisotropy and
FRET.
So far we have discussed four dye models that have been
developed for synthetic organic fluorescent labels, which
are usually not too large (Figure 1a,b) so that their steric
requirements are small. However, if the more bulky
fluorescent proteins (FPs), such as GFP and mCherry,
are used as labels in fusion proteins, we have to account
for the significant steric hindrance of the FPs and their
linkers. For this case, self-avoiding walk (SAW) weighting
of the linker configuration (SAW-Diffusion/Iso model) was
applied in our group. The scaled weighting factors were
determined by computationally tractable MD simulations
for sampling configurations of an explicit linker/label
combination alone, followed by calculations of conformational free energies to weight each linker/label configuration in the presence of the biomolecule [103]. We applied
this dye model in live cell hybrid-FRET studies for
analyzing the architecture of biomolecular complexes
labeled with FPs ([103,104], further details see outlook).
Notably, this SAW-Diffusion/Iso model has similar effects
on the conformational space in the AV as the rotamer
www.sciencedirect.com

library model that is widely used for the analysis of DEER
experiments in EPR spectroscopy [81]. Unlike the
weighted AV description, the steric effects in the
SAW-weighting lead to a strong reduction of rDye in
proximity to the attachment site so that rDye has a maximum far away from the surface.
Error estimation

For quantitative FRET studies, a number of control tasks
should be performed for an appropriate analysis and
interpretation of the experimental observables [60]:
(1) analysis of the fluorescence properties of D or A by
analyzing multiple fluorescence parameters with respect
to quenching and trapping [37,60], which could affect
R0 [105] and the calibration of the intensity-based experiments; (2) interpretation of discrete distributions of
FRET efficiency E and anisotropy in confocal singlemolecule experiments by photon distribution analysis,
which allows separating structural heterogeneities from
stochastic variations [106,107]; (3) validation of the chosen dye model by analyzing (i) the linker-induced distance distributions of single FRET states by TCSPC or
sub-ensemble TCSPC, (Eq. (2)), and (ii) the time-resolved anisotropy to scrutinize the dye mobility [61] for
verifying the assumption of k2 = 2/3; (4) verification by
sub-ensemble TCSPC and FCS (Box 1) that a population
with a single FRET efficiency is indeed a single species
and that it is not narrowed by a dynamic exchange (i.e.
that it is actually a mixture of fast inter-converting states);
and (5) verification by functional assays (e.g. binding
constants of ligands, catalytic activity, structural stability
sensed by thermal or chemical denaturation) that the
label does not disturb the biomolecule.
The analysis of FRET measurements provides the interdye distances RDA as sparse input data. To take advantage
of this information, rigorous error estimation is necessary
for integrative modeling such that all uncertainties that
have been considered correctly propagate to the final
structural model [30]. According to the error propagation
rules, the overall uncertainties of the experimental inputs
(the inter-dye distances RDA) for the search of structural
model contain three major contributions.
(1) In single photon counting, the statistical relative error
is inversely proportional to the square root of the
registered photons that translate to the experimental
distance uncertainty, DR2DA ðEÞ, via the experimentally determined FRET efficiencies E or FRET rate
constants kRET. Systematic error in DR2DA ðEÞ is
introduced primarily by two factors: (i) Preprocessing
of experimental data by approximate fluorescence
models (e.g. Eq. (2)) and (ii) Inaccurate instrumental
calibrations and reference samples. Furthermore, if
dynamic multi-component systems are studied,
DR2DA ðEÞ usually also contains the uncertainty due
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185
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to data ambiguity and incoherence, resulting in
FRET observables being correlated [30]. To obtain
a distance set for a specific FRET species (i.e.
conformer) from analyzing a large set of studied
FRET pairs, species fractions and specific kinetic
properties [27], which are global (joint) for the
whole data set, are the best choices to assign FRET
observables to the corresponding specific FRET
species. The reason is that a global analysis of
multiple independent datasets by a joint model
minimizes the ambiguity by making use of correlations between otherwise independent model parameters. A global analysis procedure will be
demonstrated below using a sample test case.
(2) The uncertainty DR2DA ðk2 Þ of using the correct
orientation factor k2 directly influences R0, so that
the accuracy of the computed distances, RDA, is
affected. The error range of k2 can be estimated by
anisotropy measurements [61].
~D ; R
~A Þ of using an appropri(3) The uncertainty DR2DA ðR
~D ; R
~A
ate dye model describing the spatial positions R
of D and A, respectively, influences the accuracy of
predicting appropriate distances from structural
models.
In the end, all the errors above propagate to structural
models obtained via sampling of the conformational space
and define the accuracy of the structural models with
respect to the true structure and the precision of the
model ensemble.
Procedures for hybrid-FRET modeling

Due to the sparse information provided by experimental
techniques such as FRET or EPR measurements, given
the large number of degrees of freedom in atomistic
models of biomolecules, a complete determination of
biomolecular models with atomic resolution using only
these experimental data is impossible. Fortunately,
computational methods can provide complementary information, such as detailed structural features of biomolecules. At the same time, many computational methods
also face challenges such as sufficient sampling and
correct identification of near-native structures in a structural ensemble. The combination of computational methods with experimental input within a hybrid approach can
facilitate generation and verification of the detailed biomolecular structures [108], because experimental FRET
data can provide external information on the architecture
of proteins and biomolecular complexes to guide the
modeling procedure.
Although many FRET-based structural studies were
performed since Förster’s publication in 1948 [1], the
obtained structural models were shown primarily as cartoons. In recent years, a number of integrative computational modeling methods [33,51,85,86,89,109] were
developed to derive and present structural models in a
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

more quantitative manner. The high accuracy and performance of hybrid-FRET modeling was demonstrated
in two benchmark studies with static structures [41,42].
In the last decade, many applications for small and large
complex biomolecular systems were published, albeit the
models remained on a rather descriptive level. Considering flexibly linked dyes, currently three software toolkits,
Nano Positioning System (NPS) [85], Crystallography
& NMR System (CNS) [88,110] and FRET-restrained
positioning and screening (FPS) [42], are publicly available; they implement different methodologies, use partially different assumptions and dye models. Therefore,
common standards for FRET analysis, generally available
joint toolkits with well-defined workflows and widely
accepted procedures should be established to facilitate
quantitative hybrid-FRET modeling.
The key to hybrid modeling lies in the fine interplay
between the computer simulations and the experiments
to accomplish the most effective synergies between the
strengths of both sides. On the experimental side, accuracy is achieved by appropriate consideration of spatial
dye distributions, while precision estimation stems from
rigorous error analysis. Moreover, the establishment of a
statistically appropriate quantitative scoring function for
judging agreement between the structural models and
FRET observables is far from trivial. Three major routes
currently exist to find a structural model satisfying FRET
observables best. First, in the screening approach used by
FPS, computational methods are used to initially generate a conformational ensemble that is subsequently quantitatively evaluated in terms of its agreement with the
experimental FRET data. Second, in the multibody
docking approach, used by CNS and FPS, the integration
of FRET data into the computational modeling is
achieved by addition of experiment-based distances with
corresponding uncertainties as restraints that define a
harmonic potential for the fluorophore center positions
treated as pseudoatoms rigidly connected to the biomolecule [42,86]. The defined ‘‘FRET-forces’’ induce
the docking process of the labeled domains and molecules. Many iterations (typically > 10 000) with distinct
starting conditions (i.e. different randomly assigned
orientations of domains and molecules, different relative
conformations of flexible domains) are usually performed
for each set of FRET distance restraints to cover the
configurational space. As a third option, the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [111] approach, among
others, allows circumventing the difficulties with geometric restraints. Examples for the use of MCMC guiding in
conjunction with data from FRET experiments include
the generation of an open conformation of Syntaxin 1 [48]
and the determination of structures of large biomolecular
complexes, such as a RNAP complex [36].
Appropriate dye models, in combination with quantitative FRET studies, are crucial for the accuracy of
www.sciencedirect.com
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integrative modeling. Previously [37,85], studies utilizing the toolkit for the Nano Positioning System (NPS)
have assumed the Localized antenna/Single cone model and
have used Bayesian parameter estimation for three dimensional dye localization to extract structural information from a network of FRET measurements. The AV has
been used as a prior, which is refined by experiments to
resolve potential locations of the dyes as credible dye
volume ( posterior). The inclusion of more complex dye
models into NPS has been introduced recently
[100,112]. In its current stage of development, NPS
tests the consistency of a given structural model with
DA distance sets by comparing the overlap of these
credible dye volumes ( posterior, depicted in Figure 1d)
with the AVs ( prior) of the considered structural model.
Initially, CNS and FPS both used the Free Diffusion/Iso
model to consider the distribution of flexibly linked dyes.
In a benchmark study with FPS, docking a DNA primertemplate to HIV-1 reverse transcriptase, Kalinin et al.
have shown that it is crucial for the accuracy of the
docked complex to explicitly consider the spatial dye
distribution [42]. CNS uses fluorophore center positions as pseudoatoms rigidly connected to the biomolecule. The position of the pseudoatom is taken as the
average position of the fluorophore relative to the molecule as obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation
[86,88]. Owing to the explicit treatment of the dye
distance distributions, FPS can serve as an appropriate
interface for this experimental input. Thus additional
dye models have been included in FPS meanwhile for
improving the accuracy of hybrid-FRET modeling for
specific combinations of systems and labels: (1) Free
diffusion/Iso model for organic fluorophores tethered to
nucleic acids [42,61], (2) Free diffusion + Contact/Iso
model for organic fluorophores tethered to proteins (this
work), and (3) SAW-Diffusion/Iso model for fusion proteins
[103,104]. Finally, Preus et al. [35] developed the
toolkit FRET-matrix for modeling FRET between
probes possessing limited diffusional and rotational freedom. This toolkit is especially useful for localized fluorophores in nucleic acids as a replacement for one of the
natural bases [113] giving the advantage of reporting
from internal sites of interest.
Currently, structural models from hybrid-FRET modeling
cannot be deposited in the Worldwide Protein data Bank
(wwPDB) [114,115]. At present, the authors have two
alternatives to archive the coordinates of suggested structural models: (1) provide them as supplementary information with the publication or (2) deposit them in the Model
Archive (MA, www.modelarchive.org), which assigns a
unique stable accession code (DOI) to each deposited
model. The Model Archive is being developed following a
community recommendation during a workshop on applications of protein models in biomedical research [57] as
part of the Protein Model Portal (http://www.
proteinmodelportal.org; [116]). Advantageously, it offers
www.sciencedirect.com

the opportunity to apply consistent assessment and validation criteria to the complete set of structural models
available for proteins. Moreover, it allows providing in
depth information about the simulations performed and
the parameters and constraints used. Therefore we decided to deposit all data of the presented test case study in the
Model Archive with the DOI: 10.5452/ma-a2hbq.
Finally, it is important to note that the wwPDB is aware of
the need for a large and general repository for structural
models of biomolecular systems that have been obtained
by integrative modeling using varied types of experimental data and theoretical information [38]. Establishing
community-wide accepted standards for measuring, analyzing, and describing FRET data is an additional step
necessary for organized data deposition.

Hybrid-FRET modeling on rails: a case study
Which information can be obtained by a hybrid-FRET study?
The aim of hybrid-FRET modeling is to describe
macromolecules that potentially adopt multiple dynamically exchanging conformations in thermal equilibrium
by three-dimensional structural models derived from
prior structural knowledge and multiple quantitative
FRET measurements [42,88]. To provide an informative answer, our hybrid-FRET modeling procedure
is organized such that a spectrum of possible solutions
(structural arrangements) is collected from all structural
background information (e.g. X-ray structures, homology/comparative models and/or at least educated
guesses) whose suitability is under question. We use
this initial information ( prior) in step I of the workflow
considering two perspectives. From the first perspective, experiments are designed to confirm our prior
structural knowledge. If the experiments prove to be
inconsistent with this prior, we consider the design also
from the second perspective that the experimental
information can be used to generate a three-dimensional structural model as posterior hypothesis. To test our
prior (i.e. the structural background information), we
seek DA pairs with the largest power in proving our null
hypothesis that the initial structural information is
incorrect (step I of the workflow). We identify such
DA pairs by exploring a range of possible conformational motions of the system, given the prior knowledge. At this stage, unbiased and extensive coverage of
the structural space is more important than the accuracy
of structures or the density of the generated ensemble.
To extract the most useful information from the system
of interest, we established an iterative workflow for
hybrid-FRET modeling consisting of five steps:
Step I: Defining specific questions about the biomolecular system of interest and initializing modeling by collecting prior knowledge to generate an initial structural
ensemble and to determine the most informative DA
pairs.
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Step II: Performing calibrated FRET measurements and
quantitative analysis.
Step III: Computational modeling to improve the sampling density of the initial ensemble guided by the
obtained experimental FRET data. Identifying the best
structures by screening and computing the precision of
the obtained ensemble.
Step IV: Judging the agreement between the modeled
structure and experimental data to decide whether the
steps I to III should be repeated.
Step V: Assessing the quality of the obtained conformational ensemble with respect to the FRET data (precision
and accuracy) and to the structural modeling (judgement
by short-range stereochemical criteria).
Choosing informative DA pairs — an experimental design problem. The choice of DA pairs for FRET experiments is an essential initial step. It represents a classical
experimental design problem [117] which influences the
obtained structural model in terms of the precision and
accuracy. More explicitly, the question is, which DA pairs
should be measured such that the obtained information is
maximized with respect to its power to discriminate
structures of the initial ensemble. Two cases need to
be distinguished for the selection of DA pairs. If structural
pre-knowledge is unavailable or not fully considered, the
localization of the fluorophores themselves is of interest.
Thus, connected networks of DA pairs are needed and
the dyes are localized by trilateration approaches
[37,100].
In the second case, if structural pre-knowledge is available, usually not all DA pairs are equally informative.
Therefore it is advantageous to select a small set of most
informative DA pairs because in real experiments, acquisition of reliable data is challenging due to the involvement of multiple steps, that is, mutagenesis, protein
expression, purification, biochemical activity assays and
measurements.
Here, we define distance sets to be the most informative if
they lead to the highest expected precision of a structural
model. To achieve high precision with a minimum set of
DA pairs {DA(i)} for a well-planned experiment, we
formalize the design of {DA(i)} to automate generation
of FRET-based structural models. Thus, we establish a
quality parameter, hDsetiref, for a given {DA(i)} by defining
its expected precision (uncertainty). First, each conformer is used as a reference to compute the reference-specific
precision Dset for {DA(i)}. Here the precision corresponds
to the weighted average Ca atom RMSD over all conformers with respect to the chosen reference conformer.
The weight of the conformer is determined by its confidence in being a worse model compared to the reference
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

model as judged by squared, error weighted deviations.
Second, the average over the reference-specific precisions
yields hDsetiref. To find an informative distance set {DA(i)},
we apply a greedy backward elimination feature selection
algorithm [118] to minimize hDsetiref. In this algorithm,
DA pairs that lead to the smallest decline of hDsetiref (i.e.
smallest increase in RMSD) were iteratively excluded
from the set. As the set of possible DA pairs is limited to
several thousand pairs, the computational burden of this
algorithm is low enough to complete within 24 h on a
desktop PC.
For the first iteration of the hybrid-FRET modeling
workflow (Figure 3), ten distances were selected
(Figure 4a). In real experiments, suggested DA pairs
might be discarded to minimize errors (see Section ‘Error
estimation’). Structural aspects relevant for biochemical
activity (binding pockets, stabilizing salt bridges, and so
on) and fluorescence properties (quenching amino acids)
should be considered in the selection procedure to minimize the effects of the labels on the biomolecular function and to optimize their fluorescence properties.
Generating hybrid-FRET models for a heterogeneous
system in the presence of fast dynamics for the test case
Atlastin-1. To study the accuracy and precision of hybridFRET modeling, we designed a test case and simulated a
protein with three exchanging conformers. The used
structures of the conformers are structurally well-characterized by X-ray crystallography. We simulated typical
data traces of single-molecule FRET experiments with
multi-parameter fluorescence detection for typical conditions [60,119]. In this way, the known X-ray structures
can serve as unquestioned references for the assessment
of the structural models obtained by hybrid-FRET
modeling using our FPS toolkit.
We chose to study the cytoplasmic part (residues 1–446)
of the large GTPase human Atlastin-1, which belongs to
the dynamin superfamily. This part consists of two
flexibly connected domains, the N-terminal GTPase
domain (G domain) and the C-terminal middle domain,
for which three distinct conformations in the functional
cycle were found by X-ray crystallography. For the simulations of smFRET experiments, we chose the monomeric subunits of two crystallographic dimers (PDB-IDs
3Q5D [120] and 4IDN [121]) and a tetramer (PDB-ID
3Q5E [120]), depicted in Figure 2, named here C1, C2,
and C3. To the best of our knowledge, nothing is known
about conformational dynamics of Atlastin-1 in solution.
Thus, in a Gedankenexperiment, we assumed the existence of a putative dynamic exchange equilibrium with
the linear reaction scheme C1 — C2 — C3 (Figure 2). The
conformer C3 differs significantly from the conformers C1
and C2. In contrast, the structures of conformers C1 and C2
are similar to each other (RMSD 3.0 Å). Therefore, we
simulated a fast exchange between C1 and C2 (kinetic
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Presentation of the test case Atlastin. Overview of the benchmark test system. For the benchmark test, we used three crystal structures of
Atlastin-1, which are termed C1, C2, and C3 (PDB-ID: 3Q5D (chain A) [120], 4IDN (chain A) [121], and 3Q5E (chain A) [120], respectively). We
simulate the kinetic exchange between C1 and C2 to be fast, and the exchange between C2 and C3 to be slow. Our task was to recover the
number of other states, their kinetic connectivity, and their structures, given only the structure (PDB-ID: 4IDN) and information from smFRET
spectroscopy.

relaxation time tR,1–2 = 30 ms) and a slow exchange between C2 and C3 (tR,2–3 = 10 ms). In the test case, we
utilized the crystal structure (PDB-ID: 4IDN) as a prior
for structural simulations. Note, however, that all experimental FRET observables were simulated from the
three ‘‘true’’ crystallographic structures to test whether
they could be recovered by hybrid-FRET modeling.
Thus, we aimed at finding suitable structural models
for C1, C2, and C3 and recovering the kinetic exchange
equilibrium by treating the simulated photon traces
identical to single-molecule FRET experiments using
a data generator (for details see [119]) that generated
photon streams of typical single-molecule experiments
by Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations.
In real experiments, fluorescence decays are complex due
to DA distance distributions, brightness distributions due
to the confocal excitation profile and experimental nuisances such as instrumental response function and detector dark counts. All these aspects are reproduced by the
simulations of freely diffusing molecules, to generate
realistic photon traces. Technical details are given in
detail in [119] and are outlined below. As in real single
photon counting experiments, the Poissonian statistics
determines the experimental noise and thus the statistical
errors of the subsequent analysis. The simulations correspond to 3 measurement hours with current instrumentation in the Seidel group. In this test case, we want to
study whether the simulated data of typical experimental
quality allows us to recover accurate hybrid-FRET models and explore experimental limits on their precision.
www.sciencedirect.com

FRET on rails: Step I. We started our hybrid-FRET
modeling (Figure 3) by testing the null hypothesis that
our prior will not be described by experiments. To design
an optimal set of DA pairs for this test, we use the toolkit
NMSim to generate an ensemble unbiased by experimental FRET data with 400 000 conformers (RMSD
from PDB-ID: 4IDN up to 26 Å) as alternative candidates
to the prior. NMSim is a normal mode-based geometric
simulation approach for multiscale modeling of protein
conformational changes that incorporates information
about preferred directions of protein motions into a
geometric simulation algorithm [122,123]. The obtained
ensemble was clustered and used to select an optimal set
of DA pairs according to three criteria. At first, all residues
that are positioned on the protein surface and are located
far enough from quenching amino acid residues (Trp,
Tyr, His, Met) [124] were selected. Secondly, from all
pairwise combinations of these labeling positions, those
that result in average inter-dye distances >30 Å were
selected. Thirdly, we determined the most informative
distances from a matrix of inter-dye distances as described above.
FRET on rails: Steps II + III. Next, we have to test the
null hypothesis using this initial distance set. In real
situations, we have to prepare a set of samples and
perform a series of measurements of freely diffusing
molecules. However, in this test study, we replace the
experimental data acquisition by simulations for a set of
10 hypothetical FRET samples with the mixtures of
appropriately labeled Atlastin-1 conformers.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185
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Figure 3
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Complete workflow of FRET-restrained structural modeling. Workflow for the benchmark test using three distinct crystal structures of Atlastin-1.
Step I: Starting from the crystal structure (PDB-ID: 4IDN), we generated a conformational ensemble by NMSim, which was subsequently
clustered. From this, we derived the most informative donor–acceptor (DA) pairs, which can distinguish between these clusters. These DA pairs
serve as one of the inputs for the next step. Step II: The previously determined DA pairs, crystal structures, and the kinetic scheme (Figure 2)
were used to simulate smFRET experiments. In the simulations, the molecules randomly exchange their conformation, diffuse freely, and emit
fluorescence if they diffuse through the confocal detection volume. The simulated photon trajectories were analyzed according to Box 1 to yield
for each DA pair a conformer-specific distance and a species fraction x(i). This results in a distance set for each of the three conformers, which is
used in the next step. Step III: Structural modeling was based on the distance sets determined in step II and the conformational ensembles
generated in step I. Using fitted distance sets, we applied FRET-guided NMSim to expand the conformational ensemble of each conformer.
Subsequently, we screened the resulting conformational ensemble with the FPS software to identify conformers that are in agreement with the
simulated experiment. Step IV: A second round repeating steps II and III, which considers additional DA pairs, improved the discrimination power
and increased the resolution. Step V: The final models were chosen by selecting those that are within the 68% confidence level.

In in silico MFD-experiments, we simulate: (1) diffusion of
individual molecules; (2) dynamic exchange of the states;
(3) the confocal excitation profile and observation volume;
(4) the photon emission as Poissonian process, which follows the conformer-specific fluorescence decay fD(A)(t)
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

(Eq. (2)) described by the excited state depopulation with
kD,0 and FRET-induced quenching with a distributed
k(i)RET due to flexibly linked dyes; and (5) experimental
nuisances such as the instrumental response function (IRF),
background fluorescence and experimental calibration
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 4
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Analysis of simulated FRET data. Fluorescence analysis workflow. (a) The distance network used to simulate the fluorescence experiments was
constructed in two iterations. After a first analysis round (iteration 1, black), the network was extended by additional distances (iteration 2, orange).
The analysis workflow is shown for the highlighted DA pair. (b) Confocal sm experiments with pulsed excitation (73.56 MHz) and time-resolved
multi-parameter fluorescence detection (i.e. spectral and polarization resolved detection) [60] were simulated for every DA pair using a data
generator as described in detail in [119], that generated photon streams of typical single-molecule experiments by Brownian dynamics (BD)
simulations. The fluorescence decay of D and A in absence of FRET was modeled by single exponential decays using a fluorescence lifetime of D
of tD(0) = 4 ns and A of tA = 1 ns, respectively. Their time-resolved anisotropies were modeled using mean rotational correlation times of 1 ns. The
fluorescence signal was modeled to yield g = 1 as calibration parameter. The DA distance distributions were simulated by ACV simulations, which
resulted in an average DA distance half-width of 10.4 Å. The optical detection profile of the setup was simulated by a 3D-Gaussian, which
decayed at a radius of v0 = 0.5 mm (x, y direction) and z0 = 2.25 mm (z direction) to a value of 1/e2. To assure single-molecule conditions we
simulate experiments with a mean number of 0.004 molecules in the focus which diffuse with a diffusion time tdiff = 1.5 ms as defined by FCS.
First, single molecule bursts of the interconverting conformers (C1, C2, and C3) were classified in 2D frequency histograms by their FRET-efficiency
and intensity-weighted average donor fluorescence lifetime htD(A)if. The number of molecules (bursts) is scaled from light grey (lowest) to black
(highest). The 1D histogram of htD(A)if is given as a projection on the top. In the 2D-histogram, three peaks a high FRET (HF, yellow), low FRET
(LF, violet) and a peak corresponding to FRET-inactive molecules (D-only, green) are visible. These peaks can be described by static and dynamic
FRET lines. The static FRET line (black) describes the theoretical relationships between the FRET efficiency and htD(A)if for all molecules in the
absence of protein dynamics. Deviation from the static FRET line towards longer fluorescence lifetimes indicates conformational dynamics.
Dynamic FRET lines are defined by the limiting states of the dynamic processes. The FRET-efficiencies and htD(A)if of the conformers C1, C2, and
C3 are shown as yellow, magenta, and blue filled circles, respectively. Dynamic FRET lines of the C1–C2 transition and a C3  C1/C2 transition are
shown in violet and red, respectively. C1 and C2 are in fast exchange (violet arrow) while C3 exchanges slowly with C2 (red arrow). Therefore, only
an average of C1 and C2 LF{C1/C2} is resolved. (c) Dynamic PDA (time-window, TW = 3 ms) characterizes the slow C3  C1/C2 exchange by the
analysis of FRET-efficiency histograms (data, grey) by a kinetic two-state model (fit, black line) and recovers fluorescence-averaged distances of
C3 (33.6 Å) and C1/C2 (52.5 Å). Weighted residuals are shown to the right. (d) Sub-ensemble donor fluorescence decay analysis of the LF
population resolves C1 and C2 as individual components. The donor fluorescence decay in the absence of FRET serves as reference. The
instrument response function (IRF) is shown as black line. The magenta region shows the number of photons of the donor quenched due to FRET.
On top of the fluorescence decay, the weighted residuals (w.res.) of a one-component (1 distance, red) and a two-component model (2 distances,
violet) are shown. As visualized by the auto-correlation of the weighted residuals, the one-component model is significantly worse and is therefore
discarded ( p value > 0.99) (e) Filtered fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (fFCS) computes the species-specific cross-correlation (SCC)
between HF{C3} and LF{C1/C2}. The species auto correlation (SAC) of C3 recovers the diffusion time tdiff. The presence of two anticorrelation terms
in the SCC indicates three kinetic states. The analysis of the SCC recovers characteristic relaxation times tR1 and tR2 of the C1, C2, and C3
kinetics.
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factors. Finally, to generate brightness Q and fluorescence
decays fD(A)(t) for each state in the simulated single-molecule experiment, we used the crystal structures as input.
This involved two steps. First, DA distance distributions
x(RDA) of the selected FRET pair were calculated using two
inputs, the crystal structures of C1, C2, and C3, respectively,
and the Free diffusion+Contact/Iso model defining the corresponding accessible contact volumes. Second, the obtained
respective x(RDA) for C1, C2, and C3 were used to calculate
the FRET observables (fluorescence intensity decays f(t)
and transfer efficiencies E) according to Eqs. (1)–(3) (the
assumed fluorescence parameters of the dyes are compiled
in the caption of Figure 4). The transfer efficiencies E were
used to calculate the brightness Q as described previously
[60]. All simulation parameters are compiled in the caption of Figure 4b.
The analysis of the fluorescence signals of the sm experiments simulated in step II of the workflow follows the
procedures described in Box 1. First, the bright fluorescence bursts due to single-molecule events with durations
of a few milliseconds were identified and selected in the
time trace by separating them from the low background of
1–2 kHz. Second, for each single-molecule burst, all
fluorescence parameters were determined as described
in [60]. To check for the presence of exchange dynamics, the FRET indicators, FRET efficiency E and the
donor fluorescence lifetime tD(A) were plotted in two
dimensional frequency MFD histograms (Figure 4b) to
analyze the location of the bursts using the static (black)
and dynamic (red) FRET lines [60].
The number of conformers and their species fractions
were identified as follows. A time window-based analysis
by dynamic photon distribution analysis (dynPDA) [24]
resolved the FRET averaged distances hRDAiE of a small
population (25%) with high FRET efficiencies, referred
to as HF population, which is in slow exchange with a
second population with a lower FRET efficiency (75%),
referred to as LF population (Figure 4c). To test whether
these populations are homogeneous, we performed a subensemble TCSPC analysis of both populations. While the
fluorescence decay of the HF population could be fitted
with a single distance distribution (i.e. a single FRET
species) (Eq. (2)), two distance distributions (i.e. two
FRET species) were needed to describe the decay of
the LF population (Figure 4d). The necessity of two
FRET species in the LF population was judged by
comparing the goodness of the fits for one and two
distance distributions using weighted residuals (w.res.),
the autocorrelation function (a.corr.) of the residuals, and
xr2. Overall, sub-ensemble TCSPC and PDA analysis
allowed us to resolve three FRET species. PDA identifies
two dynamically exchanging populations. One of these
populations is resolved into two distinct populations by
sub-ensemble TCSPC (seTCSPC). We formally assign
the HF population to the conformer (C3) and the LF
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

population to a dynamic mixture of C1 and C2, which is
separated from C3 by a large kinetic barrier with a relaxation time of 10 ms.
To resolve the heterogeneity of the averaged {C1/C2}
population, the fluorescence decays of the respective
sub-ensembles for all 10 simulated single-pair FRET
experiments were analyzed by a joint model, which
assumed global species fractions of the {C1/C2} population and Gaussian-distributed distances. Only this joint
analysis is capable of recovering the experimental global
species fractions x1 = 50% and x2 = 25%, which agree
well with input values used in the simulation (Figure 2).
The presence of exchange kinetics is independently
detected by filtered fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (fFCS) [23,119] (Figure 4e) by computing the
species cross-correlation function (SCC({C1/C2}  C3))
that analyzes the exchange between the fast interchanging populations {C1/C2} and C3. The SCC exhibits two
relaxation times, which is additional evidence for the
existence of three conformational states. The fast relaxation time tR1 = 50 ms exactly corresponds to the one
used in the simulations to describe the exchange between C1 and C2. Even though the lifetimes of the
conformers C1 and C2 are short (100 and 50 ms, respectively), MFD, se-TCSPC and fFCS analysis unequivocally identified three FRET species together with their
species fractions, respective distances and corresponding exchange kinetics. The errors of these distances
DR2DA ðEÞ were determined by propagating the experimental noise to the model parameters. As this analysis
revealed three states, we accept the null hypothesis and
reject the initial assumption that the crystal structure
describes the experimental sample.
Therefore, in step III of the workflow, we explore the
information contained in the experiments by screening
the entire ensemble using FPS [42]. This screen selects
an ensemble of iteration 1 for the structural models of C1,
C2 and C3 as posterior hypothesis.
FRET on rails: Step IV. To improve the precision of our
posterior model, we performed the iteration step IV by
repeating the DA pair selection procedure now using the
reduced ensemble of iteration 1. Based on this analysis,
we chose 19 additional informative DA pairs (Figure 4a).
For these pairs, we again simulated smFRET experiments following step II as described above. After the
analysis, our distance set for each conformer contained
29 distances. We then used these expanded distance sets
of iterations 1 and 2 to model the respective structures
applying FRET-guided NMSim simulations and subsequent screening by FPS (step III). We monitored the
improvement of accuracy and precision for each conformer (Figure 5c). Since the RMSD value from the X-ray
structure levels off at 25–29 distances for the best-case
prediction and the recovered experimental accuracy for
www.sciencedirect.com
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Assessment of the hybrid-FRET structural models. Outcome of hybrid-FRET structural modeling of the three Atlastin-1 conformers. (a) The sum of
squared deviations weighted by the estimated experimental error x2 relative to a threshold value x2threshold estimated for the confidence level of
68% with respect to the best structure is plotted against Ca root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) from the corresponding crystal structure for 5
(dashed contour), 20 (grey contour), and 29 (black contour) measured distances. Black dots represent conformers corresponding to the set of
29 distances. Contours are drawn using a kernel density estimate. Colored dots represent selected conformations for the set of 29 distances.
RMSD versus X-ray is calculated excluding flexible loops using the residues 35–99, 122–147, 157–189, 209–237, 257–277, 292–332, and 349–437.
(b) Overlay of the crystal structures (cartoon representation), selected ensembles (transparent ribbon, 68% confidence), and best (x2min structures
(solid ribbon) for the sets of 5, 20, and 29 distances. (c) Improvement of the corresponding accuracy with respect to the number of distances
measured. Accuracy is calculated as x2-weighted average Ca RMSD from the corresponding crystal structure. Black line represents the
improvement using experimentally measured distances, the red line represents the best-case scenario where all the distances measured agree
perfectly with the ones predicted for the crystal structure. (d) Comparison for the deviations between measured distances and distances predicted
from the crystal structure by AV and ACV dye models.

all conformers, further measurements would not improve
the accuracy of the obtained structures for Atlastin-1.
However, in the case of remaining ambiguity for the
solutions, additional iterations through steps IV and II
www.sciencedirect.com

(determining DA pairs, simulating and analyzing
smFRET experiments), and step III (structural modeling
and subsequent screening) could improve the models
even further.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185
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FRET on rails: Step V (Figure 3). We screened all
generated structures using FPS, which yielded FRETselected ensembles of iteration 2 for each conformer C1,
C2, and C3, using the confidence level threshold of 68%.
Accuracy and precision of FRET-derived structural models for the test case Atlastin-1. The accuracy and precision
of the hybrid-FRET structural models obtained by the
iterative workflow (Figure 3) is summarized in Figure 5a.
We judge the accuracy of the method by plotting the
conformer specific f-value (x2 =x2threshold ratio) versus the
Ca RMSD of the modeled structures from the corresponding target crystal structure. The x2threshold value is
estimated for the confidence level of 68%. For all states,
the accuracy of the selected structures at a confidence
level of 68% using 29 distances ranges between 1 and 3 Å.
As we are interested in large-scale rearrangements of the
super-tertiary structures, we exclude minor rearrangements of the sub-domains for the estimation of our
accuracy (Figure 5a). To minimize the effect of nonuniform sampling, we use cluster representatives with a
RMSD threshold of 1 Å (complete linkage) [125]. Cluster
representatives below a confidence level of 68% for
29 distances are shown as colored dots. An overlay of
the selected cluster representatives and the best model
structure (highlighted by solid ribbons) visualizes the
precision, which is given by the structural diversity within
the selection (Figure 5b). To emphasize the differences,
we aligned the representatives to the rigid G domain of
the conformers. Within our precision (confidence level
68%) we can distinguish all three conformers, even C1 and
C2 (i.e. the conformational ensembles do not overlap).
To capture the general dependence of the accuracy on
the number of measured distances, we calculate an
average RMSD that is weighted by the probability of
agreement with the experimental distances as judged
by x2 of the corresponding structural model. In
Figure 5c, this average RMSD is used as a measure
of accuracy, and shown as a function of the number of
measured distances sorted by their information content.
Interestingly, this RMSD decays fast with the number
of measured distances and levels off in the studied
system at an RMSD value of 2 Å. The precision and
accuracy of the structural model is expected to depend
on three major factors: (1) the noise (uncertainty) of the
experimental data, (2) its sparseness and (3) outliers.
Indeed, by increasing the number of distances, the
effect of noise and data sparseness decrease for all
conformers as highlighted in Figure 5c. The precision
of the FRET- ensemble (4 to 5 Å) selected by 5 distances improves to 2 Å when 29 distances are measured.
The influence of experimental noise and sparseness is
seen by comparing the RMSD dependence on the
number of measured distances in Figure 5c for the best
case with accurate distances (black) and the real case
with experimentally determined DA distances (red).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185

Notably, already small optimally informative set of
DA pairs may provide a high accuracy (Figure 5c,
red), because in the structural models obtained by
NMSim (or any other computer simulation procedure)
Ca atoms are interdependent. Therefore, only 29 FRET
measurements with realistic errors (Figure 5c, black)
localize the Ca positions to an RMSD of 2 Å; the
accuracy in our test does not improve significantly even
if more than 15 measurements are performed. Notably,
even for a large optimal experimental dataset, a residual
RMSD error will be observed, as intrinsic degrees of
backbone freedom within the structural model (relatively small fluctuations of Ca atoms) are not sensed by
FRET. More FRET measurements would not alleviate
this problem; that is, this test study reached the maximum possible precision. Finally, the third effect considering the possibility that the measurements might
contain a low number of outliers, may be minimized by
increasing the number of measurements, reducing the
risk of systematic errors.
In crystallography, short range (up to 3 Å) stereo-chemical
criteria, that is, deviations of atomic distances, angles, and
dihedrals from their mean values, are used as quality
criteria for obtained structures. Using such criteria (MolProbity [126]), the FRET-selected models generated by
NMSim generally score better than corresponding X-ray
structures. Therefore, we assess the overall quality of the
structural model by experimental quality measures. As
such, deviations between experimentally determined
distances (RDAExp) and corresponding model distances
(RDAModel) are utilized as a quality indicator. Knowing
the target structures in our test case, we used this indicator to assess the accuracy of different dye models
(Figure 5d). We simulated our experimental information
using the ACV dye model (Figure 3, step II) and, accordingly, the ACV model clearly outperformed the alternative AV model with an RMSD(RDA) that is lower by 1.5–
2 Å when comparing RDAExp with RDAModel = RDAX-ray
(Figure 5d). Thus, parameters of coarse grained dye
models such as the preferential surface residence of
the dye (ACV model) may be refined experimentally
by calibration studies.

Outlook
Hybrid/integrative modeling: Combining FRET spectroscopy with other fluorescence and biophysical methods. To interrogate different molecular length scales, to
address distinct sample properties (e.g. backbone, side
chain, shape) and to cover different time scales, hybrid
modeling can utilize the complementary information
from a multitude of experimental techniques such as
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS), small-angle Xray scattering (SAXS), NMR-spectroscopy, EPR-spectroscopy and FRET-spectroscopy in one study
[53,109,127–129]. Integrative modeling is a thriving direction in methodological development directed towards
www.sciencedirect.com
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a multi-dimensional structural and dynamical description
of complex biomacromolecular systems [38]. However,
the error assessment of the data can often be treated only
semi-quantitatively, because it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to determine specific errors of each method and
their relative weights in a joint analysis.
In single photon counting it is straightforward to estimate error of FRET and other fluorescence measurements due to the Poisson statistics for photon noise.
Besides FRET, other fluorescence methods are usually
convenient and can also provide restraints for structural
modeling as described in the following examples. Photo-induced electron-transfer (PET) probes the close
proximity of the fluorophore to certain electron-rich
quenching amino acid residues [130,131] and hence
senses conformational dynamics [132]. Fluorescence
polarization senses dye mobility that can be influenced
by local and global rotation [133] and by complex
formation where the label can be trapped [134]. The
fluorescence spectra of polarity-sensitive fluorophores,
such as intrinsic fluorescent amino acid tryptophan,
sense their exposure to water [135]. FRET between
the fluorophores and PET with electron rich amino acid
residues are often competing processes in quenching
the donor fluorescence, so that this scenario was either
judged as valuable information [136] or as experimental
nuisance [17]. Both methods can be combined to obtain
distance (PET: short range, FCS: long range) [137] as
well as kinetic information [138]. Information similar to
that from PET can be obtained from protein-induced
fluorescence enhancement (PIFE) experiments with
cyanine dyes [98,99]. Finally, SAXS and polarization
resolved FCS measurements [139,140] contain information on the anisotropic rotational diffusion of macromolecules, which reports on the size and the global
shape of the macromolecules.
Maximizing data utilization by structure-based forward
modeling. In forward modeling [111], the chosen model
parameters are verified by a direct comparison to the
experimental data. In fluorescence experiments with
single photon counting detection, forward modeling of
the registered fluorescence decays and FRET efficiency
histograms has a long tradition (e.g. convolution of instrument response function instead of deconvolution), because in this way the Poisson statistics of the counted
photons is preserved and the experimental noise (shotnoise) is exactly known. However, since structural modeling is typically performed using distance restraints (in
backward modeling; i.e. the fit is decoupled from structural model), experimental data is preprocessed by applying fluorescence models (for instance Eqs. (1)–(3)).
This can lead to overestimation of the errors, if the model
parameters (distances) are correlated. However, to obtain
independent errors for the distance restraints, the multidimensional uncertainties of the distances are projected
www.sciencedirect.com

to one dimension (i.e. marginalized). In this process, the
valuable information on correlations is lost. Similar to
peak assignment problems in NMR spectroscopy [111],
correlations can be preserved by forward modeling which
utilizes a structural model as a global model for the
experimental data, maximizing the recovered information
and minimizing ambiguities. Dye models must be applied to directly link the structural model to the fluorescence decay. For this purpose AV, ACV or more complex
spatial dye distributions can be used. In this forward
fitting approach the structural model is varied for optimal
agreement with experiment.
Hybrid-FRET studies in live cells. The FRET technique
offers unique advantages for characterizing large biomolecules with high specificity and sensitivity in living cells
or in vitro. Time-resolved FRET studies can deal with
heterogeneous samples and make use of the single-molecule advantage so that a quantitative FRET analysis can
be combined with normal [141,142] and super-resolution
[143] imaging to gain insight into the biological function
of biomolecules in their cellular context (e.g. localizing
complexes inside of cells [141], quantifying binding to
interaction partners [104], and validating structural models [103,144,145]). For example, we could show by detailed hybrid-FRET studies of murine immune defense
Guanylate binding proteins with GFP and mCherry
fusions that they undergo reversible structural transitions
between monomeric, dimeric and oligomeric states as
revealed by a quantitative analysis of homo- and hetero-FRET [104]. Notably, the degree of oligomerization
is specific to the localization in live cells. Detailed hybridFRET studies allowed us to characterize the structures of
the dimer and oligomer.
Comparative studies of cell-like environment and dilute
solutions were used to extrapolate excluded volume
effects from in vitro experiments to live-cells [146],
and to identify biomolecular stabilization mechanism
caused by macromolecular crowding [147]. Microinjection allows one to control the concentration of biomolecules labeled by photostable flurophores and therefore
enables the study of crowding effects in live cells [28]. In
this way, single-molecule conditions can be achieved by
tracking microinjected in vitro purified FRET-labeled
proteins to study complex formation and conformational
changes of individual proteins [148]. This approach,
combined with fast confocal detection, was used to probe
protein dynamics from millisecond down to the nanosecond regime [149].
In conclusion, the presented hybrid-FRET methods actually allow realizing an integrated molecular fluorescence microscope combining optical and computational
microscopy [58] at a huge spatial and temporal range to
display suitably labeled biomolecular systems at unprecedented resolution by atomistic structural models.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2016, 40:163–185
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Further information
For the presented test case study on Atlastin-1, all structural models presented in Figure 5, additional detailed
information on the applied procedures and the simulated
sm FRET data are deposited in the Model Archive with
the DOI: 10.5452/ma-a2hbq.
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